
CREATIVE
PORTFOLIO

Grace Woelkers

Conceptual Experience Design | Rhino | Sketchup | Adobe Creative Suite | 
Paintings | Sketches | Pottery



ANNABELBLEU
Schemacher 
Swedish Wool 
Embroidered 
Pillow Cover 
$195

SERENA & LILY
Sea Ranch Duvey 
Cover 
$318

ANTHROPOLOGIE
Chenile Curtains
$108

WAYFAIR
Summersville Upholstered 
Platform Bed
$557.49

ANTHROPOLOGIE
Aria Embroidered Lamp Shade 
$198

RAYMOUR FLANIGAN
Beautyrest Harmoney 
Lux Carbon Series Plush 
Pillowtop Twin
$1,399

AMBELLAHOME
Soleil Nightstand 
- Ivory
$2,250

ANTHROPOLOGIE
Anenome Wall Art
$628

MACYS
Radley 54” Fabric 
Chair Bed
$1,069

OPTIONOPTION
# 1# 1

I have helped brand Agiglio Designs by creating their new logo 
(top left), designing mood boards for interiors (bottom middle), 
photoshopping interiors and rendering existing exteriors for client 
proposals. 

BRANDING

Agiglio Designs Specialty Interiors LLC.
Internship & Graphic Design

Internship

Tools : Indesign | Photoshop |  Illustrator

Work :
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CONCEPTUAL 
EXPERIENTIAL 
DESIGN

EDM Artists
Conceptual Set Design

Pratt Institute, NY 
Exhibition Design Certification

Tools : Rhino | Photoshop | Procreate

Concept :

A conceptual set design for EDM artists in adaptable locations, giving each audience member a front row sear and 
removing the linear perspective of set designs. This set design is an art installation for irs’ function of performance; 
to figuratively and literally elevate the experience of music. A set for every set to be the best seat in the house. Ben-
efits are implemented in this design, such as convenience and safety, for the design helps prevent moshing and 
violence, as well as adaptability and economics. The structure of the set is expandable and can collapse, making it 
easy to adapt in smaller or larger venues, and to be flexible to be located infoors or outdoors. Economic benefits are 
implemented, as ticket prices will be set to general admission, giving each person a better opportunity for a good 
view while exploring the space.
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A conceptual flower tea shop for the brand and label, FRESCUTFLOWERS, made from 
two 40 ft. shipping containers in which the objective is to exhibit the art of scent. 
Reservations would be made to experience this indoor garden bar, in which customers 
would walk through and cut five flowers of their choice to be brought back to the tea bar 
and brew their own flower tea. Flower tea is tea leaves woven around a dried blossom, 
a treat for the eyes, nose and palate. 

CONCEPTUAL 
EXPERIENTIAL 

DESIGN

FRESH CUT FLOWERS
Flower Tea Shop
Experiential Pop-Up Concept

Pratt Institute, NY 
Exhibition Design Certification

Tools : Rhino | Photoshop | Procreate 

Concept :
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CONCEPTUAL 
EXPERIENTIAL 
DESIGN

“GROUNDUP”
Conceptual Ampitheatre

Pratt Institute, NY 
Exhibition Design Certification

Tools : Rhino | Illustrator | Photoshop 

Concept :

A conceptual ampitheartre, named “GROUNDUP”, located in Zion National Park in Utah, United States. The inspi-
ration of the design for this ampitheatre is it’s dome shape and open enviroment, as if considered and build in the 
middle of a mountain itself. This spacious theatre is for performances of underground artists who are on the rise to  
stardome, ironically making their entrance from the underground stage rising to the theatre’s surface. The transpar-
ent dome covering the theatre is for the purpose of acting as if there is no covering, and the audience is one with 
their surrounding nature. The dome is also transparent for the purpose of the stage lighting to be projected into 
the sky, dancing with the stars. A survey on social media resulted in the count of 97% out of 100% voted they woulc 
attend and visit this venue.
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A conceptual tradeshow booth for FLEYE Copenhagen’s carbonwood 
eyewear collection to be displayed at MIDO’s eyewear show in Milan 
2021. The booth is designed to be sustainable, light and natural just 
as the glasses are designed. 

CONCEPTUAL 
EXHIBITION 

DESIGN

FLEYE COPENHAGEN
The Carbonwood Collection
Conceptual Exhibit Booth
MIDO Eyewear Show 2021

Pratt Institute, NY 
Exhibition Design Certification

Tools : Rhino | Photoshop | Procreate 

Concept :
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“The Golden Age of Hip-Hop”
Conceptual Recording Studio Timeline Exhibit

Pratt Institute, NY 
Exhibition Design Certification

Tools : Sketchup | Procreate 

Concept :

A conceptual timeline exhibition to be displayed on a floor of a musical arts museum. Ideally, the museum would 
be composed of iconic moments in music history throughout the floors. This exhibition focuses on the West vs. 
East coast feud during the upbringing of hip-hop including Tupac and B.I.G.’s infamous rivalry. This floor consists of 
replications of recording studios as the timeline progresses. MPC players and headsets would be utilized to interact 
with holograms of the brought up artist of that year to speak on their coasts’ behalf of the rivalry. 

CONCEPTUAL 
EXHIBITION 
DESIGN
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Whitneys, LongboatKey, 
Florida

Tools: Procreate

Universally Accessible Design

Tools: Procreate

Concept :

This design is displaying a sloped flooring that can display any sculpture 
or art piece. This slope prevents wheelchairs from entering a space that 
is prohibited to come in direct contact with, without causing any star-
tling colition. At the four corners of the sloped flooring is four air ventila-
tions that produce air pressure and act as a warning signal to the blind 
for entering a prohibited area. 

CONCEPTUAL 
EXHIBITION 

DESIGN

GRAPHIC DESIGN
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Mug Set

Tools: Pottery
Three Tier Dish Set

Tools: Pottery

POTTERY POTTERY
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Bowl & Vase

Tools: Pottery

“Sophia” Plaque

Tools: Pottery

POTTERY POTTERY
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Recreation of collage with 
french cigarettes and John F. 
Kennedy

Tools: Acrylic on canvas

“The Getaway”  Red Hot Chili 
Peppers album cover recreation

Tools: Acrylic on canvas

PAINTING PAINTING
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Sketches

Tools: Pencil on paper

Sketches

Tools: Pen on paper
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GRACE WOELKERS
www.gracewoelkersdesign.com


